sorting according to the sequence numbers can be done in O(k * + b * ) time and O(k * ) space using the counting sort algorithm [1] . Here, k * is the number of sequences with at least one PSSM match. As k * ≤ b * , the sorting requires O(b * ) time and space. We obtain disjoint subsets MS(S j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, where MS(S j ) is the set of all matches in MS matching a substring of S j . As MS is ordered by the ordinal number of the PSSM and the counting sort algorithm is stable, the sets MS(S j ) are also sorted by the ordinal number of the PSSMs. Let MS(S j , M i ) denote the matches f ∈ MS(S j ) such that f.pssm = i. In a second sorting step, each MS(S j , M i ) is sorted according to the starting position of the matches. As this is a typical integer sorting problem, it requires O(b j,i log b j,i ) time, where b j,i is the size of MS(S j , M i ). Altogether, the two initial sorting steps can be performed in
For all S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S k one now solves independent chaining problems for sets MS(S j ), 1 ≤ j ≤ k, of matches sorted according to the ordinal number of the PSSM and the starting position of the matches in S j . Let j be fixed, but arbitrary. For each match f ∈ MS(S j ), the weight f.weight is positive. Hence, an optimal chain ends with a match f such that there is no match f ′ satisfying f ≪ f ′ . Similarly, an optimal chain begins with a match f ′ such that there is no match f satisfying f ≪ f ′ .
The chaining problem is solved by a dynamic programming algorithm which tabulates for all matches f ′ ∈ MS(S j ) the maximum score f ′ .score of all chains ending with f ′ . In addition, it computes the predecessor f ′ .prec of f ′ in a chain with maximum score ending with f ′ . To obtain f ′ .score, one has to maximize over all matches f such that f.pssm < f ′ .pssm and f.pos + f.length − 1 < f ′ .pos. This is a two dimensional search problem. As the matches in MS(S j ) are already sorted according to the first dimension (i.e., by the ordinal number of the PSSM), one can reduce it to a one dimensional sorting problem. This has already been observed [2] , and led to the development of an algorithm solving the chaining problem in O(b log b), where b is the number of matches in MS(S j ). We follow the basic structure of this algorithm. However, the algorithm of [2] was developed for chaining pairwise sequence matches. The PSSM chaining problem is a special instance of this problem: the first "sequence" consists of the positions 1, . . . , L, and a match for PSSM M i is a match of length one to position i. Moreover, all matches at position i in the first sequence are of equal length because they are matches to the same PSSM M i of identical length. In addition to this, our initial sorting step delivers, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ L, the matches in MS(S j , M i ) in sorted order according to the starting position in S j . All these properties allow to simplify and improve the algorithm of [2] in the following aspects:
• While the algorithm of [2] requires a dictionary data structure with insert, delete, predecessor, and successor operations running in logarithmic time (e.g., an AVLtree or a red-black tree [1] ), our approach only needs a linear list, which is much easier to implement and requires less space.
• While the algorithm of [2] requires an initial sorting step using O(b * log b * ) time, our method only needs
• While the algorithm of [2] solves the chaining problem for MS(S j ) in O(b log b) time, our approach runs in O(b · L) time. If L is considered to be a constant, the running time becomes linear in b, where b = |MS(S j )|.
To explain our algorithm, let i, 1 ≤ i ≤ L be arbitrary but fixed and assume that all match sets MS(S j , M i ′ ), i ′ < i have been processed. In a first loop over the sorted matches in MS(S j , M i ) one determines the score of the matches. In a second loop, one inserts them into a linear list if necessary. The linear list contains a subset of the previously processed and scored matches. This split of the computation into two loops is different from the algorithm of [2] where the scoring and insertions are interweaved in one loop, requiring an extra array of length 2b containing references to the matches. The separation into two loops allows us to get rid of this extra array. Now consider the first loop over all elements in MS(S j , M i ) in sorted order of the match position in S j . Let f ′ be the current element. At this point, all matches f such that f.pssm < f ′ .pssm have been processed already. In particular, the score f.score and the previous match (if any) in an optimal chain ending with f has been determined. Among the processed matches we only have to consider those matches f satisfying f.pos + f.length − 1 < f ′ .pos. If there is such a match, one takes the one with maximal score, say f . Then, the optimal chain ending with f ′ contains the previous match f , and the score is f ′ .score = f ′ .weight + f.score. If there is no such match, then the optimal chain ending with f ′ only consists of f ′ and f ′ .score = f ′ .weight. Now consider the second loop over all elements in MS(S j , M i ) for which the scores and predecessor matches (if any) are already determined. Let f ′ be the current element to be inserted. As explained in the previous case, one has to make sure that, among the processed matches, one can efficiently determine the match f with the maximum score such that f.pos + f.length − 1 is smaller than some value depending on f ′ . The processed matches are stored in a linear list which is sorted in ascending order of the position of the matches in S j . Let ≺ pos denote this order, that is f ≺ pos f ′′ if and only if f.pos + f.length < f ′′ .pos + f ′′ .length for any matches f and f ′′ . If for two processed matches f and f ′′ one has f.pos < f ′′ .pos and f.score > f ′′ .score, then an optimal chain does not include f ′′ . Each chain that uses f ′′ can also use f and increase the chain score. As a consequence, one has to take care that f ′′ is not inserted into the linear list or it is deleted if it was inserted earlier. In this way, f ≺ pos f ′′ always implies f.score ≤ f ′′ .score for two matches f and f ′′ in the linear list. As the elements to be scored in the first loop and to be inserted in the second loop are ordered in the same way as the elements in the linear list, one can perform the scoring and the insertion loop (which also may involve deletions) by merging two lists of length l 1 and l 2 in O(l 1 + l 2 ) time where l 1 is the number of matches to be scored and inserted and l 2 is the length of linear list involved. Let b = |MS(S j )|. As l 1 + l 2 ≤ b, one obtains a running time of O(b) for each set MS(S j , M i ). As there are L such sets, the running time is O(b · L). TIGR00002   TIGR00003   TIGR00004   TIGR00005   TIGR00006   TIGR00007   TIGR00008   TIGR00009   TIGR00010   TIGR00011   TIGR00012   TIGR00013   TIGR00014   TIGR00016   TIGR00017   TIGR00018   TIGR00019   TIGR00020   TIGR00021   #seqs For rpsblast, which was run with default parameters, we used models from the CDD database Rel. 2.17 corresponding to these families. As 'state of truth' we used the results obtained from hmmsearch.
